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ABSTRACT

Hacısalihoğlu [1 ] obtained two important corollaries by using Holditch’s Theorem 
whicb is well-known for one-parameter closed planar motions. Müller [2 ] generalized Holditch’s 
Theorem for space motions and the points in the space. In this paper, we extended the corolla
ries of Hacısalihoğlu by applying Müller’s technigue to space motions and the points in the 
space.

Introductıon

Let {0;e, «2’ Cj} and{0'; e'j, e'^, e'^} be two right-handed sets of
the orthogonal unit vectors which are rigidly linked to moving space R
and the fixed space R', recpectively, and denote the matrices E, E' 
by ;

eı «1

E = «2 E' e 2

63- e 3

We may then write

E = AE' or E' = A-^ E = A^E (1)

where A = [aıj ] is a positive orthogonal 3x3 matrix, and the exponent-l 
indicates the inverse, also the superscript T the transpose. The element?
aij of the matrix A will be regarded as functions of a real single para-
meter t and we wiU write A=A(t) to restrict the discussion to one-para- 
meter motions. If the matrix function A(t) is periodic, say A(t-)-2 tc)= 
A(t), Vt, the motions R /R' is closed, otherwİ8e it is öpen.
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During the closed motions R /R'; the orbits of the points of R and 
R' are closed curves. Since the matrix A is a positive orthogonal matrix 
we may wr)te AA’^ = I, where I is the unit matrix. This equation, by 
differentiation with respect to t, yields dAA'*’-)--AdA'r=0. This relation 
shows that the matrix Q=dAA'r is antisymetric. Then we may write

o
—“3

û)2

tû 
o

—u>

'3 -- 612
“1 
O1

Differentiation of the first of equation of (1), with respect to t, yicids

dE = QE .

We may vırrite

(2)

and

3 -»
S (OıCi 
1=1

(3)

dej ta co Aeı (2')

since the matrix Q is antisymetric. Wherc A denotes the \ector product 

and <0 is called the instantaneous rotation vector of the motion 
R /R'. The vector which belongs to the translation part of the motion 
R/R' is

o — du — ^02^2 ^3*^3 ’

cûi — duj — cûjnjj — (ûj^nj • (4)

Suppose tliat X is a fixed point in the moving space R. The position

vectors of the point X are x and x', with respect to the moving
space R and the fixed space R', respectively. Then, we may WTİte

and

dx' = du -h dx

or

dx' = w <0 Ax =
3 -»
2 Ki eı

1=1

6)

x' = U 4* X

where + (ı)jX]j — {û]iXj [2].

(5)

I
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Let (X) be the trajectory of a fixed point X of the moving space
R in the fixed space R' under the one-parameter closed motion R /R'. 

The area vector of the curve (X) in the fixed space R' is

Vx = f x' A dx'

[2], where the integrations ar e 
on R'.

(6)

taken along the closed curve (X)

The area bounded by the orthogonal projection of the closed 

curve (X), in the direction of e' on a planea P is

Fx = Fo + S BiXi +
1=1

2 FijXiXj (7)
i, 1=1

where )je' || = 1. If it is chosen a suitable co-ordinate systems then 
the eguation (7) can be written as

Fx = Fo + S AjXi2 
1=1

(8)

where Aj = Fjj + Fru-, (i,j,k cyclic), [2].

Let X and Y be two different fixed points in the moving space R. 
Suppose that Z is a point tvith the components

Zj = Xxı + p.yı, X + [JL = 1 

on the straight line XY. The point Z has
parameter colesed motion. The

(9)

an orbit (Z) in R’ during one-
area bounded by the orthogonal pro-

jection of the closed curve (Z) on the plane P is, [2],

„ 3
Fz = X Fx + pFy — X[i, S Ai(xi — yi)^ 

1=1
(10)

The distance between the points X and Y can 
the metric

be given by the

D2(X,Y) = s
3
S Al (xı - yı)^ 

1=1
(11)

sueh that s = !• If

D(Z,Y) 
D(X,Y)

Â = D(X,Z) 
D(X,Y) (12)
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Equation (10) can be written as

Fz =
1

D(X,Y) s {FxD(Z,Y) + FyD(X,Z)} -sD(X,Z) D(Z,Y). (13)

Suppose that the fixed points X and Y in the moving space draw 
same colesed curve under the one-parameter colesed motion R /R'. In 

this case, Vx = Vy and that's why Fx = Fy. Thus the equation (13) 
reduces to

Fx - Fz = sD(X,Z) D(Z,Y) (14)

whiclı gives Holditch’s Theorem.

Two Corollaries Of Holditch’s Theorem For Oneparameter Closed 
Space Motions

Given an one-parameter closed spatial motion and a fixed
straight line k in the moving space R. By choosing four arbitrary fixed 
points M,N,X and Y on the line k, let two of them move on the same 
curve (L), while the other fwo describe different curves (X) and (Y).

Corollary 1. Let Fand F' be the areas between the projections of the 
curves (L) and (X) and of the curves (L) and (Y), respectively. Then the
ratio F jF' depends only on the relative positions of these four points.

Proof: According to (14), the 
the curves (L) and (Y) is

area F' betvveen the projection of

F' = Fm — Fy = £D(M,Y) D(Y,N) (15)

and the area F hetween the projection of the curves (L) and (X) is

F = Fm — Fx eD(M,X) D(X,N). (16)

Then, joining the last two equalities the ratio F /F' can be obtained as

F D(M,X) D(X,N)
D(M,Y) D(Y,N) 

or
F _

"F^ ~
D(M,X)
D(M,Y)

D(M,Y) D(X,N)
D(M,X) D(Y,N) (lî)

2
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The invariant (17) does not depend on the curve (L) and length of 
MN. It depends only on the choice of the points X and Y on MN. Since 
X / Y, it follovvs that

D(M,Y)
D(M,X) / 1.

Denote

l D(M,Y) 
D(M,X)

D(X,N)
D(Y,N)

(18)

l is the eross ratio of the four points M, N, X, Y, i,e. l = (MNXY).

This aorollary is the re-stated form of the corollay which has be en 
given for one-parameter closed planar motions. Thus the corollary in 
[1 ] is generalized to the points of space and spatial motions.

Corollary 2. Let M.N,A and B be four different fixed points in 
the moving space R. Suppose that the line segments MN and AB 
meet at the point X. Then the pairs of the points M,N and A,B 
are on the same curve or the areas bounded by the orthonogal 
projection of the closed orbits of the pairs on the Plane P are equal 
if and only if

D(M,X) D(X,N) = D(A,X) D(X,B).

Proof: Given the different fixed points M,N,A and B. Hence the
segments MN,AB,MA,NA,MB and NB are constant. Suppose the
segments MN and AB meet at the fixed point X. While the pairs of 
the points A,B and M,N draw a closed curve in the fixed space R' 
under the motion R /R' the point X also draws a different closed

curve. The projected curves, in the direction of the vecor e' on the 
plane P of these closed curves are closed as well.

By using equation (14), the ring area between these projected 
curves may be obtained as

Fm — Fx = sD(M,X) D(X,N)

and similarly

Fa — Fx = £D(A,X) D(X,B).

Using the equations (19) and (19') one can write

Fm — Fa = s {D(M,X) D(X,N) — D(A,X) D(X,B)}.

(19)

(19')

(20)
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Since Fm = Fa, from the eguation (20), we have

D(M,X) D(X,N) = D(A,X) D(X,B).

This proposition implies that the points M, N, A, B lie on the same 
circle of the moving space R. This is a particular case of the stei- 
ner Theorem.

Converseiy, suppose that

D(M,X) D(X,N) D(A,X) D(X,B).

Thus it can he written

£D(M,X) D(X,N) = £D(A,X) D(X,B)

where £ = i 1. From (14), we have

Fm - F = Fa - FX X

or

Fm — Fa-

This implies that the pairs of the points M,N and A,B are on the
same curve or the areas bounded by the orthogonal projected cur-
ves of the closed orbits of these pairs ou a plane are equaL
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